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Imagine working for your employer for several years with an 
unblemished work record. One day, your employer announces 
its need to conduct background checks on all employees. Once 
your background is checked, you are called in and suddenly 
fired from your job. Shocked, you wonder why this happened. Your 
employer’s response:  you had two shoplifting offenses on your 
record from when you were 18 years old, more than 40 years ago. 
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This is precisely what happened to Yolanda Quesada. 
She worked for a bank for five years without incident 
before being terminated because of her conviction history 
from 1972. Quesada did not misrepresent her criminal 
record. When she was hired, she truthfully said she did 
not have any felony convictions. As a financial institution, 
however, her employer could not lawfully employ anyone 
convicted of a criminal offense involving dishonesty.  

 Quesada’s situation is not uncommon. Employers 
frequently ask job applicants to disclose their criminal 
history when filling out employment applications. To 
avoid later claims of negligent hiring or retention, many 
employers conduct pre-employment background checks 
to show that they exercised due diligence before making a 
hiring decision.  

The U.S. Equal Employment Opportunity 
Commission (EEOC), which enforces federal workplace 
anti-discrimination laws, has taken notice. Amidst 
growing concerns that a disproportionate amount of 
individuals in protected classes are being excluded from 
employment opportunities, in April 2012 the EEOC issued 
its Enforcement Guidance on the Consideration of Arrest 
and Conviction Records in Employment Decisions under 

Title VII of the Civil Rights Act 
of 1964.1  

Arrest and incarceration 
rates are disproportionately 
high for African-American 
and Hispanic individuals, 
and have risen in recent 
decades. Specifically, 
African-Americans and 
Hispanics are arrested at a rate that is two to three times 
that of the general population. If present incarceration 
rates remain unchanged, it is expected that one out of 17 
Caucasian men are expected to serve time in prison in 
their lifetime;  the rate soars to one in three for African-
American men and one in six for Hispanic men.2  

Given these statistical disparities, employers who 
utilize arrest and conviction history as a means to exclude 
individuals from becoming employed are more likely to 
impact those in protected racial and/or national origin 
classes. The EEOC’s guidance seeks to combat this 
growing problem by advising employers how criminal 
history information should be evaluated in the employment 
process. 
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One particular trap for employers is the consideration 
of arrest data as a basis for either denying or terminating 

employment. The guidance distinguishes arrests and 
convictions, because “[a]rrests are not proof of criminal 

conduct.”3 Indeed, many arrests do not result in 
criminal charges. As 
a result, employers 
should not ask for 

arrest information on an 
employment application; nor 

should they use the mere fact of 
an arrest as a basis for a negative 

employment decision. 
By contrast, a conviction is usually 

sufficient to establish that an individual 
engaged in a particular type of 

conduct.4 However, conviction 
records are not infallible. There 

can be errors in the record that 
can go undetected for years. 

For example, a routine 
background check 

may still reveal 
a conviction 

that should 
have been 
expunged 
from the 

individual’s 
record.

The EEOC’s guidance sets forth three factors (known 
as the Green factors) that employers should evaluate when 
considering criminal history. They include: 

1. The nature and gravity of the offense or conduct;
2. The time elapsed since the offense, conduct and/or 

completion of the sentence; and 
3. The nature of the job held or sought.5

Specifically, employers should consider how the 
offense, including the underlying conduct, may relate to 
the position at issue. For example, an employer would 
rightfully be concerned about potential theft from an 
individual convicted of larceny applying for a cashier’s 
position. By contrast, however, a DUI conviction would 
not pose the same concern for a cashier position as it 
would for a job driving motor vehicles.  

The EEOC’s guidance further indicates that 
permanent bans on employment due to a conviction are 
generally not defensible.6 Instead, the determination 
of whether exclusion is proper must take into account 
the particular facts and circumstances. A person whose 
incarceration ended 10 or 20 years ago may not be equivalent 

to someone whose incarceration concluded in the last one 
or two years. The EEOC’s guidance notes that how the 
individual has functioned in the aftermath of his conviction 
and/or sentence is also relevant. For example, individuals 
who have furthered their education or can demonstrate a 
good post-conviction employment record should not be 
excluded merely because of their prior conduct.      

Although the EEOC recommends an individualized 
analysis, some industries prohibit employment of 
individuals with certain criminal records. These positions 
include federal law enforcement officers, airport security 
screeners, federal child care workers and bank employees, 
among others.7 An employer’s compliance with the 
laws and regulations affecting its industry will usually 

provide a defense to a claim of employment 
discrimination. So, in Quesada’s case, her 

bank employer may have a good defense 
in support of its decision to discharge 

her — even though the result seems 
unduly harsh.  

Employers should be mindful 
that the EEOC is now closely 
watching any employment decision 
that may be premised upon arrest 

or conviction information. As to 
best practices, employers should not 

generally use arrest information to bar 
employment. Regarding convictions, a 

case-by-case analysis should be undertaken to 
evaluate the Green factors before any decision is made. 
Most importantly, employers should not enforce a blanket 
ban on employment opportunities unless dictated by the 
laws governing a particular industry.    
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